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Overview of parasitic capacitance

Parallel plate area capacitance:

Simple physics!

C = Carea × area

Carea = 
εSi · K

d

d

substrate

metal

(F/µm2)



Parallel plate fringe capacitance:

Not simple physics at all!

substrate

metal

However, total fringe can be computed as

C = Cperim × perim

l

w

perim = 2l × 2w

Cperim = (some ridiculously complicated expression) (F/µm)

Overview of parasitic capacitance



One (of many) analytic models of fringe capacitance:

w

t
wire width w, thickness t, height d
above substrate

model as wire width (w – t) plus
two half-cylinders diameter t

calculate area capacitance on
(shortened) wire and add to
result for cylinder: 

w – t

t

d

t

C = KεSi(w – t)/d + 2πεSi/log(d/t)

(C is per unit length, F/µm)

Note that this result is a total capacitance and does not say how it is distributed over
distance from a wire.  It can be used to estimate the maximum fringe capacitance.
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Analytic fringe parasitic capacitance, Calibre style

cases:
overlap,
underlap,
same net,
different
net.

Overview of parasitic capacitance



metal

metal

Seems like simple physics. . .

C = Ccoup × sidewall area

Ccoup = 
εSi · K

s

sidewall area

s. . . but it's not.

Sidewall capacitance:

l

t

= Ccoup × l × t

(Normally t is multiplied into the coefficient which then has units F/µm)

(F/µm2)

(Ccoup can be given as a constant coefficient if referenced to s = 1)
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Overlap capacitance:

metal2

metal1

(area and fringe)

Carea = 
εSi · K

d
(F/µm2)

Cperim = (some ridiculously complicated expression) (F/µm)

d
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Overlap fringe capacitance
goes both ways (and is not
symmetric)!

metal2

metal1

Cperim = (some ridiculously complicated expression) (F/µm)

d
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metal2

metal1

Vertical shielding

Major effects:

(area and fringe)

metal1 shields part of metal2 from the substrate
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metal

metal

s

Major effects:

Lateral sidewall shielding

metal
A

B

C
Shape B blocks shape C
from sidewall coupling to
shape A

Overview of parasitic capacitance



metal

metal

s

Major effects:

Lateral fringe shielding

A

B

Presence of shape A blocks
shape B's fringe capacitance
to substrate, and vice versa.

substrate

Overview of parasitic capacitance



Magic's parasitic extraction

(up to version 8.3.277)

substrate

Computes:

area capacitance

fringe capacitance

sidewall capacitance

overlap area and fringe capacitance

All fringe capacitance calculated as if it is applied on an infinitesmally thin line along the edge.

metal

hierarchical contribution of subcells

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic



Magic's parasitic extraction

(since version 8.3.309)

substrate

metal

fringe halo distance

Fringe capacitance distributed
over area out to the fringe halo
distance.

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic



Magic's parasitic extraction

(since version 8.3.309)

Theory of approximate
analytic expression for
fringing field:

Assume field is bounded
by the fringe halo.  The
amount of fringe field out
to distance x = Cperim × frac,
where

metal2

metal1

substrate

In prior versions of
magic, the metal1
shape would get
all of the fringe
coupling, and the
substrate would
get none.

(cross-sectional view)

fringe
halo

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic
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0

x

frac

frac = sin((π/2)·(x/halo))

halo



metal2

metal1

(since version 8.3.309)

Magic's parasitic extraction

This allows magic to estimate
the fringe coupling to any
shape within the halo distance.

Prior versions of magic would
neglect coupling to any shape
not underlapping the edge
under consideration.

(cross-sectional view)

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic

halo 0

frac

1

halo – x x



metalsidewall
halo
distance

sidewall coupling
= 0 outside halo

sidewall coupling computed for
all shapes inside halo.  Shielding
not considered.

(up to version 8.3.277)

Magic's parasitic extraction

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic



metalsidewall
halo
distance

sidewall coupling
= 0 outside halo

Magic's parasitic extraction

(since version 8.3.309)
Magic now scans every edge from end
to end and finds the nearest neighbor
opposing edge, recursively breaking
the edge into smaller segments.

12

3

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic



metal1

Magic's parasitic extraction

(since version 8.3.309)

metal1

Fringe shielding computed as:
Fraction of fringe field unshielded = sin((π/ 2) · sep / halo

sep

halo

Parasitic capacitance extraction in Magic

1

0

frac (unshielded)



Cross-validation
Foundry measured data, in SPICE format:

area capacitance sidewall capacitance fringe capacitance

condition: p1 (poly) over field oxide (f)
line width line spacing



Field equation solver:  FasterCap (2D)

Cross-validation



FasterCap 2D geometry for mcm2f_cc_w_0_140_s_0_140 (SkyWater sky130A stackup)

0.14µm 0.14µm 0.14µm

m2 m2

NILD4
K=4.2

NILD3
K=4.5

NILD2 K=4.05

LINT K=7.3

PSG K=3.9

FOX K=3.9

2.0061µm

0.36µm

not to scale!

Cross-validation

p-substrate



m2 m2

2 × 2 matrix, symmetric
within margin of error

Column 1 = wire on left
Column 2 = wire on right

M11 = total capacitance
M12 = capacitance between wires

(M11 – M12) = capacitance to substrate 

35.5 aF/µm

84.1 aF/µm

35.5 aF/µm

Measured data says sidewall cap is 107 aF/µm, though. . .

Cross-validation

p-substrate

FasterCap 2D results



Generate coefficient data for Magic from curve-fitting vendor data

Vendor data fit to
C = Ccoup (1.0 / (sep + offset))

Ccoup = 50.5 aF/µm   offset = 0.313 µm

Using Octave least-mean-squares
function in the optim package:

?

Vendor data fit to
C = Cfringe sin((π/2)(sep / halo))

Cfringe = 22.2 aF/µm   halo = 4.17 µm

Sidewall capacitance: Fringe shielding:

Cross-validation



OpenROAD OpenRCX calibration

Example of pattern file generated by OpenRCX for calibration

Magic extracted result can be converted to SPEF because structures are
simple and follow strict naming conventions.

Applications



OpenRCX calibration file generated from SPEF
data derived from extraction by Magic

Then use OpenSTA to calculate delay data on a digital design and compare
to results obtained by other methods (commercial tools, technology LEF data).

Applications
OpenROAD OpenRCX calibration



Conclusions and Future Work

Whom do I trust?

Challenges:

Data in proprietary or non-human-readable formats

Human-readable formats following arbitrary standards, with no documentation

Incomplete and/or erroneous vendor-provided data

Future work:

Get measured data from silicon

Automate curve-fitting for sky130 data

More investigation of models used for parasitics in Magic

Implementation of more n-th order effects in Magic

I don't trust anyone completely!


